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Introduction
Plastic is everywhere. Today, it would be difficult to go even one day without seeing
something made of the durable material. It is so commonplace that we buy things made from
the material, and soon throw it out. But what happens to plastic waste, after we put it in the
garbage or recycling bin? Many of us are likely aware that trash does not always end up where
it belongs; we often find it in our streets, on our beaches, in the ocean, and in the stomachs of
unassuming animals. Many don’t know about the towns in underdeveloped countries that are
hit the hardest by plastic waste, and the individual human lives it affects. Because of this lack of
awareness, several contemporary artists have taken up the challenge to bring the problem to
international attention through their work. They do so by manipulating the detritus to engage
with the audience in ways that trash strewn across distant beaches would not. This thesis
centers around three such artists, Tony Capellán (1955-2017), Radamés ‘Juni’ Figueroa (b.
1982), and Alejandro Durán (b. 1974), who work on or near the Caribbean Sea and whose
practices involve creative reuse of detritus to highlight and pose possible solutions to the trash
problem that region is facing. This crisis is incited by a lack of proper waste disposal facilities in
the area, consumerism, and the travel of marine debris from wealthy, developed countries.
These three artists address this issue by bringing humanity into their work; transforming trash
and discarded items, they tell stories about the lives of people who live with this detritus and,
in the process, create symbols of hope for the future.
All three artists are connected by the Caribbean islands that inspire their work, the
Dominican Republic (Capellán), Puerto Rico (Figueroa), and the Yucatán Peninsula of Mexico
(Durán). Because these locations share the Caribbean Sea, they are afflicted by many of the
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same climate events and pollution. My research explores why such extreme levels of detritus
occur at these locations, discusses the victims of this type of pollution, and examines the
solutions that are posed by the individual artists. This study relies upon contemporary
interviews from the practicing artists and a historical contextualization of the affected locations
in the Caribbean. The research employed here discusses colonization, outdated waste disposal
methods, the result of unregulated human consumption and the individual artists’ engagement
with previous art practices to develop their art. Overall, this thesis offers a comparative study of
the work of these three artists, drawing largely upon close analysis of their works and
contemporary interviews with the artists. The interdisciplinary framework includes historical,
anthropological, and ecocritical studies to create a social context for their practices.
Chapter one focuses on the deceased Dominican artist Tony Capellán, who uses found
objects, such as flip flops, in the form of trash washed up on the shore of Santo Domingo to
discuss problems of pollution on the island. The Caribbean nation, situated West of Puerto Rico,
has expansive beaches, warm weather, and sparkling waters that make it a popular tourist
destination. What many foreigners don’t know about is the ongoing ecological ruin of the area.
A large contributor to this issue is the dumping of waste by Dominicans into their own bodies of
water, an act brought on by a desperate need of infrastructure for proper waste collection and
disposal. According to Alexis Takoushian,
When trash is dumped in these areas the majority of the garbage makes it to the high
seas, which contributes to issues like the largest collection of garbage being twice the
size of Texas, while a small percentage washes up onto shore. The New York Times
reported that in the case of Montesinos Beach, the mountains of waste came from trash
thrown into the nearby Ozama River, which flows into the Caribbean Sea (Karasz).1
Alexis Takoushian, “Pollution in the Dominican Republic Is a Sign of a Global Issue,” Panoramas.
University of Pittsburgh (July 30, 2018). https://www.panoramas.pitt.edu/health-and-society/pollution1
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The town of Rio Ozama plays a large role in Capellán’s work. He tells the human and tragic story
of the poor families that live there, surrounded by the toxic dump that the Rio Ozama has
become.
This problem is not unique to the area and occurs in many other countries that border
the Caribbean Sea. Takoushian provides a poignant parallel in the case of Guatemala,
Other countries in the region, like Guatemala, have seen the deep-rooted effects of
improper waste disposal. Until 2012, a large part of the population simply dumped their
garbage in the ground and left waste untreated ("Guatemala's trash"). Guatemala had
this systematic issue for decades and over time started to see the pollution wreak havoc
on the ecosystem, most notably Lake Atitlan which supports the tourism industry. In
October 2009, the famous lake became covered with toxic cyanobacteria that stopped
the ability to fish and drove away tourists ("Guatemala's trash").”2
This foreboding example suggests that not only does the pollution immediately affect the lives
of Dominican residents but also it has the potential to devastate the economy of the island that
heavily relies on income from tourism. Capellán’s portrays the beauty of his native country
while telling the story of its suffering in an attempt to help his people. He incorporates the
history of the Dominican Republic and draws knowledge from championed Caribbean poets and
writers from the area in his practice, strengthening the connection between his art and life on
the island.
Chapter two focuses on the contemporary work of Puerto Rican native, Radamés ‘Juni’
Figueroa. Figueroa’s work manipulates found objects such as basketballs, soccer balls, and

dominican-republic-sign-global-issue. Accessed November 20, 2020. Takoushian cites Palko Karasz,
"Wave After Wave of Garbage Hits the Dominican Republic," 2018,
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/23/world/americas/dominican-republicgarbage.html?rref=collection/sectioncollection/americas&action=click&contentCollection=americas&regio
n=stream&module=stream_unit&version=latest&contentPlacement=6&pgtype=sectionfront.” See also
"Guatemala's trash problems 'getting worse," 2012, https://www.dw.com/en/guatemalas-trash-problemsgetting-worse/a-16219025 and
2 Ibid.
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cleats, and repurposes them as vessels for tropical plants; this series is known as the Tropical
readymade. In addition to these sculptures, Figueroa uses provisional items commonly found in
Puerto Rico, such as bamboo and a plastic tent, to create his Tree House— Casa Club. The
chapter examines his thoughtful consideration of methods of reuse, which propose a new life
for consumer goods and keeps them out of landfills, streets and, most importantly, marine
ecosystems. His architectural work, I demonstrate, poses an opposition to increased
urbanization in Puerto Rico, which further exacerbates issues of pollution.
A rapid increase in industrialization occurred in Puerto Rico as early as the 1950s
through the government enacted a plan known as Operation Bootstrap.3 According to cultural
anthropologist Hilda Lloréns, “[The plan] attracted U.S. companies through the promise of tax
exemptions and laborers who would work for lower wages than those required on the
mainland…The dispersion of agricultural industry throughout the countryside was replaced by
urban-centered industry. In 1956, the income generated by the manufacturing sector surpassed
that of agriculture for the first time in the island’s history.” 4 This increase in industrialization,
effectively increased poverty rates in the area as well as the development of urban areas, which
introduced pollution as an issue for the island.
According to scientists Sebastian Martinuzzi, William A. Gould, and Olga M. Ramos
Gonzalez, the issue of urbanization is a significant issue on the island which, “has both a high
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Maria Emilia Somoza, "Graphic Arts In Puerto Rico From 1945 To 1970: A Historical Perspective And
Aesthetic Analysis Of Selected Prints," PhD diss. (New York University, 1984), 15
4
Hilda Lloréns, “Imaging The Great Puerto Rican Family : Framing Nation, Race, and Gender during the
American Century. Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2014,” 138 as cited in Celine Collazo, “Goyita,” (MA
Research Methods), 2021, 1-15.
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population density and a long history of ineffective land use planning.”5 The uncontrolled
“urban sprawl” has resulted in nearly 3.9 million people living in 9000 km 2 of Puerto Rico.6 The
consequences of such dense populations and a level of urbanization that is greater than what
the island can handle are, “traffic congestion, increase in energy consumption and costs for
community services, reduction of open spaces and fragmentation of habitats, and pollution of
waterways and air.”7 These consequences are worsened by dramatic climate events, such as
hurricanes and consequential flooding, that are commonplace on the tropical island. I examine
how Figueroa’s work subtly addresses these issues of pollution and urbanization by creating
objects that require recycling of would-be discarded items and by bringing others to his
provisional tree house, the antithesis of ongoing urbanization.
The third chapter focuses on New York-based artist Alejandro Durán. Durán, who is of
Mexican descent, creates an ongoing series of works in his project Washed Up: Transforming a
Trashed Landscape, inspired by the polluted shores of Sian Ka’an, a biosphere reserve and
beach located in Tulum, Mexico on the Yucatán Peninsula. According to a regional and case
study by environmentalist Alfredo Arellano-Guillermo, “Sian Ka’an has the highest diversity of
habitat types in the Yucatán Peninsula (Mexico): a total of 528,000 ha, of which roughly onethird is tropical forests, one-third is wetlands and one-third is bays and marine habitats. Sian
Ka’an extends 40–50 km inland and is approximately 120 km long, facing the Caribbean Sea

Sebastian Martinuzzi, William A. Gould, and Olga M. Ramos Gonzalez, “Land Development, Land Use,
and Urban Sprawl in Puerto Rico Integrating Remote Sensing and Population Census Data,” May 30,
2006, 288-297, https://www.fs.fed.us/global/iitf/pubs/ja_iitf_2007_martinuzzi001.pdf.
6
Martinuzzi, et al., “Land Development, Land Use, and Urban Sprawl in Puerto Rico Integrating Remote
Sensing and Population Census Data,” 289.
7
Ibid.
5
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with beautifully wild white sand beaches.”8 Unfortunately, this description is not representative
of the scene Durán found.
Upon first visiting in 2010, Durán found the site in a state of profound pollution and
became determined to address the issue through his work. He introduced into his artistic
practice site-specific sculptures, which he photographed, and, in the process took part in
cleaning up the reserve. An indicated stressor for this ecological degradation is tourism
development in the surrounding areas. This nearby development causes, “habitat loss,
alteration of surface and underground water flow, ground-water pollution, extraction of
resources, erosion and sedimentation, decrease in biodiversity, and reduced traditional and
recreational use for local communities. Pressure from tourism is evident in Cancún, Tulum, and
locations around the RBSK [Sian Ka’an Biosphere Reserve].”9 Similar to the Dominican Republic
and Puerto Rico, increases in urbanization and water pollution prove to be ongoing issues in the
Sian Ka’an. Chapter three explores how Durán’s ongoing project draws attention to the results
of such events and encourages others to help in its resolution.
The juxtaposition of the three artists prove that these are issues faced by a wide range
of countries in the Caribbean. Each artist combats similar issues in their individual practices,
building evidence that the issues of pollution and urbanization are affecting the Caribbean at

Alfredo Arellano-Guillermo, “Site Management and Partnerships: The Sian Ka’an Biosphere Reserve
Experience,” UNESCO World Heritage Centre, 2004, 136-141.
9
Frank J. Mazzotti, Holly E. Fling, Gonzalo Merediz, Marco Lazcano, Christina Lasch, and Tomma
Barnes, “Conceptual ecological model of the Sian Ka’an Biosphere Reserve, Quintana Roo, Mexico,”
2005, 980-997,
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/227150338_Conceptual_ecological_model_of_the_Sian_Ka'an_
Biosphere_Reserve_Quintana_Roo_Mexico
8
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large. Capellán and Durán highlight the trash problem in their respective countries, while
Figueroa’s practice, although based in Puerto Rico, poses a solution to these problems.
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Chapter One
Tony Capellán
Tony Capellán (1955-2017), a Dominican artist, created mixed media work of daunting
proportions during the last three decades of his career. This chapter focuses on two artworks
Mar Caribe [Caribbean Sea], 1996 (Figure 1) and Mar invadido [Invaded Sea], 2015 (Fig. 2). In
addition, to the massive measurements of these works (500 x 200 inches and 360 × 228 in.
respectively), the innumerable amount of plastic debris that comprises them that makes them
so disturbing. Although they possess an innate beauty, they also lay bare how much trash is in
the world. In Mar Caribe, Capellán artfully arranges flip flops within a rectangular frame. The
shoes are layered atop each other, creating a relief-like appearance. The saturated, yet
muddied shades of blue immediately capture the viewer's attention. The same attentiongrabbing reaction strategy is found in Mar invadido, a cascade of various plastic containers.
Although the variation in color is greater here, the items are similarly arranged in a beautifully
cascading manner. They flow outward and fill the room, displaying a truly disturbing quantity of
garbage.
Capellán found these objects on the Dominican coast, along the Rio Ozama, and in the
streets of Santo Domingo. His accumulation of these materials relays the gravity of the detritus
accumulating on the island. Viewing these artworks as statements about ever-worsening
environmental conditions and ocean pollution brings to light that poverty plays a major role in
the accumulation of trash in lower-income communities; perhaps unexpectedly, these effects
spill over (with less severity) to the popular tourist beaches as well. The unfavorable social and
economic conditions of the Dominican Republic are contributing factors to the state of the
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beaches and overall pollution control. The root causes of these conditions stem from a lack of
proper trash disposal, poor city planning, and internalized racism in the country. Capellán draws
attention to these overlapping issues and the alarming environmental crisis faced by
inhabitants of the Dominican Republic, as well as the Caribbean at large.
As an artist who lived most of his life in the island nation, Capellán commented on the
beaches he encountered daily. He was born in Tamboril, a municipality of the Santiago province
in the Dominican Republic.10 Tamboril sits 230 meters above sea level; compared to the fortysix-meter elevation of Santo Domingo. Capellán felt this distance from the sea. Although
(according to the artist) he grew up quite far from the sea, he felt that “the sea was always this
great immense treasure,” as he stated in an interview at the Pérez Art Museum Miami (PAMM)
on the occasion of Poetics of Relation, a group exhibit held there in 2015.11 Both Mar Caribe
and Mar invadido were a part of this exhibition, certainly because of their similar combination
of devastation and poignancy. As he matured, Capellán moved to Santo Domingo, the highly
populated capital city of the Dominican Republic, living there until his sudden death in 2017.
The center of the city lies approximately nineteen miles from the nearest beach. Even at this
distance from the shore, the gravity of pollution and the area’s environmental crisis can be felt,
because the Rio Ozama flows through the city, carrying trash and polluted water in its wake.
The current on-going ruin of this geographical backdrop that played a large role in the creation
of Mar Caribe and Mar invadido.

“Tony Capellán,” Patricia Jimenez Art Space, November 4, 2019,
https://patriciajimenezartspace.com/tony-capellan/.
11
Pérez Art Museum Miami, “ Poetics of Relation Art Talk,” 28:36, interview by Tobias Ostrander and
Tumelo Mosaka, July 20, 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dl8Vw40R6CM. Accessed August 4,
2021.
10
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Inspired by the beaches of the Dominican Republic, Capellán mimics the waters of the
Caribbean Sea in Mar Caribe through color and implied movement. Although the dimensions
vary depending on the site (as listed by the Art Museum of the Americas of the Organization of
American States and the RISD Museum), the sculpture has extended to measurements of 500 x
200 inches (in the Museo de Arte Moderno de la República Dominicana installation). Varying
shades of blue, teal, cerulean, and green, manifested in the form of used, mismatched flip flops,
allude both to the natural beauty of the sea and the Caribbean as a vacation destination. The
shoes are torn and tattered, but still usable (if it were not for the barbed wire straps). The
Caribbean dirt is still present on the shoes, acknowledging their history of human use.
Mar Caribe centers on the symbolic meanings of the flip-flop (Fig. 3). Flip-flops, such as
the ones utilized by Capellán, are typically made of rubber, foam, and plastic. These materials
are cheaply produced but wear out quickly and like many other consumer goods, are treated as
disposable. Because of these factors, they harbor a lasting impact on the environment. The low
financial cost of these shoes, to manufacturers and consumers alike, makes them a popular
item among low-income families. It is commonplace for poor denizens of the Dominican
Republic to purchase used flip-flops, which go for around $3-4 USD at small, local shops.12 The
incorporation of the used flip-flops thus symbolizes the working class in Capellán’s sculpture. As
he pays tribute to the working class, he represents them as innumerable, battered and worn. At
the same time, he draws attention to the beauty of his homeland and its people through
aesthetics. The seemingly endless expanse of shoes creates a sense of awe, and the careful

12

Interview between author and Manuela Maldonado (shop owner in Santo Domingo, Dominican
Republic), August 4, 2021.
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arrangement of blue and green—and the exclusion of other colors—suggest the scattered
effect sunlight that gives the surface of the Caribbean Sea its distinctive tropical palette. After
viewing the mixed media creation, bystanders cannot unsee the conflictive relationship
between trash and sea.
Dominican poet Pedro Mir, whose influence on Capellán will later be discussed, wrote
about the beauty of the Dominican Republic, while simultaneously referencing its strife in his
poem, “There Is a Country in the World: A poem, sad on more than one occasion (2000):”
There is
a country in the world
situated
right in the sun's path.
A native of the night.
Situated
in an improbable archipelago
of sugar and alcohol.
Simply
light,
like a bat's wing
leaning on the breeze.
Simply
bright,
like the trace of a kiss on an elderly
maiden
or daylight on the roof tiles.
Simply
fruitful. Fluvial. And material. And yet
simply torrid, abused and kicked
like a young girl's hips.
Simply sad and oppressed.
Sincerely wild and uninhabited.
In truth.
With three million
life's sum total
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and all the while
four cardinal cordilleras
and an immense bay and another immense bay,
three peninsulas with adjacent isles
and the wonder of vertical rivers
and earth beneath the trees and earth
beneath the rivers and at the edge of the forest
and at the foot of the hill and behind the horizon
and earth from the cock's crow
and earth beneath the galloping horses
and earth over the day, under the map, around
and underneath all the footprints and in the midst of love.
Then
it is as I have said.
There is
a country in the world
simply wild and uninhabited.13
Mir celebrates the island’s natural landscape, embracing its flowing rivers, forests
abundant with trees and earth, and fruitful soil. He is also saddened by the abuse and
oppression his country faces. Capellán shares this paradoxical understanding of the island
country, exploring how its striking landscape is further plagued by the ongoing pollution.
The flip flops in Mar Caribe are part of a parabolic conversation in the sculpture that is
initiated by the manipulated strap of the sandal. Capellán replaced the typical plastic or rubber
strap with barbed wire, an important element used to strengthen the conflict between pain and
beauty. Barbed wire, made from twisted cable with regularly-placed clusters with sharp points,
is a U.S. invention typically used to keep certain groups within or outside of a particular area. 14

Pedro Mir, “There Is a Country in the World: A Poem, Sad on More than One Occasion,” Callaloo 23,
no. 3 (2000): 850–57. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3299672.
14
Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica. "Barbed wire." Encyclopedia Britannica, February 20, 2014.
https://www.britannica.com/technology/barbed-wire.
13
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The wire does so by inflicting harm on would-be trespassers, preventing their attempts.
Similarly, if the shoes in Mar Caribe were to be worn, the barbed wire would restrict and
physically harm the wearer. This symbolic pain that Capellán references exists in the
intersections of loss and poverty the wearer experiences. The poor communities along the Rio
Ozama experience dilapidated infrastructure due to their tumultuous locations (due to poor
city planning) and devastating climate events, which plunge them deeper into poverty. The
longer these citizens reside there, the more pain they inflict upon themselves. But many do not
have the means to leave.
In the PAMM interview, Capellán shed light on how he got his objects for Mar Caribe by
sharing with the audience details of a commonplace event on the island, flooding. “The city of
Santo Domingo is divided by a river, the Rio Ozama, which brings a lot of objects from the
families that live on the riverbanks. When it rains, they lose all their objects carried by the
water, which I then collect from the city’s beaches.”15 Later in the video, when speaking about
the more recent Mar invadido, he reiterated:
The artwork called Mar invadido is a work that is literally “invaded” by thousands
of objects I have picked up on the shores of the city of Santo Domingo. The river
Ozama crosses through the city. The riverbanks are inhabited by many
marginalized and poor families. When the water rises from the river, when it
rains, it floods their homes and washes away their belongings. I then pick them
up on the beach and that is why there is such an abundance.16
The issue Capellán speaks of is two-fold: the “marginalized and poor families” are relegated to
neighborhoods that flood regularly; and they are consistently losing their possessions from
these natural events, perpetuating a cycle of poverty.

15
16

Pérez Art Museum Miami, “Watch Tony Capellán discuss his works in "Poetics of Relation,” 0:50
Pérez Art Museum Miami, “Watch Tony Capellán discuss his works in "Poetics of Relation,” 2:36
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The 2021 article “Life on the banks of the Rio Ozama,” by Jaclynn Ashly tells a sad tale
about the inhabitants of the area. Here, Ashly gets first-hand accounts from the citizens of the
area about the troubling life there. Inhabitants describe the many years people and factories
have been throwing trash into the river, the extremely close manner in which homes built of
metal and cement are situated, the increasing flooding issues and the dangerous lack of
accessibility for emergency vehicles. According to Ezequiel Echevarria, a professor at the school
of natural and exact sciences at Pontificia Universidad Católica Madre y Maestra, “People
throwing their trash into the river has always been the way of life here [in Santo Domingo] for
at least the last 200 years… But in the beginning of the city, the population was small enough
that the river could handle it. However, when the city began to grow exponentially, the river
couldn’t handle the contamination anymore. That’s when the problem got out of control.”
Echevarria continues, “the river has also been the dumping ground for nearby factories for
decades, leading to high concentrations of toxic heavy metals, such as lead and mercury, in the
water. To compound the issue, human waste, abattoirs [slaughterhouses], pig and poultry
farms operate with little to no regulation, contributing to the biological contamination of the
river.”17 This water is the very same that runs through the town of Rio Ozama, wearing away at
housing and filling the floors of homes when rain and similar weather events occur. The middle
and lower river basin, where the homes being discussed are located, is “the most polluted area
in the country,” Echevarria concludes.18 Forty-six-year-old resident of the area Luis Vincente
Romero, says “the worst part of living along the Rio Ozama is the flooding, which has increased
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over the years because of rising sea levels and extreme weather caused by global warming. The
water rises by up to 6m several times a year in the neighborhoods along the river.”19 In this
town, eviction is seen as a blessing because it means the government will give these people a
life changing stipend, to many who are living meal to meal, of around $88 USD. Those that
remain, however, bear the brunt of the Dominican Republic’s pollution issue.
Themes of environmental justice is at the heart of Tony Capellán’s sculptural works by
advocating for the marginalized people of the Rio Ozama. The collection of trash in Mar
invadido tackles the same environmental and economic crisis, as it continues nearly twenty
years later. The items consist of plastic baskets, buckets, empty detergent bottles, soda bottles,
and other non-biodegradable consumer goods (Fig. 4). Capellán arranged the detritus, which
comes in black, blue, green, gray, and white, from darkest to lightest hues. Though the work is
variable, when exhibited in 2017 for “Relational Undercurrents” at the Museum of Latin
American Art (MOLAA) in Long Beach, California, it filled an entire gallery. The trash encroaches
on the viewer’s space, making the magnitude of the environmental crisis palpable.
Much like Mar Caribe, this collection of trash looks like a growing swell of the Caribbean
Sea waters. Knowledge of the trash-filled body of water that is the Rio Ozama makes the gravity
of the installation all too real. Unfortunately, this environmental information is not readily
available to the average United States viewer (when exhibited in PAMM and MOLAA). Instead,
the aesthetic beauty can distract from the severity of the issue, likely opposite of Capellán’s
intentions. Still, a tension remains between the beauty of the work and the awareness the artist
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is trying to bring to others. It can be difficult to create something beautiful that also tells a
harrowing tale, but Capellán does so in a delicate manner.
Capellán also created Mar invadido by collecting the trash that washed up on the
beaches near Santo Domingo. Carolina A. Miranda provides further context to Capellan’s
description of the events that result in his access to these found objects. “Some of it is garbage
he found floating in Dominican waterways. Other pieces are the detritus left behind by the
shanties that are destroyed when hillsides collapse. ”20 Household items, taken away from their
precariously situated homes by natural disasters, wash up on the tourist beaches of Santo
Domingo. Unlike the Rio Ozama area, where residents suffer with the trash daily, the resort
beaches are quickly cleaned and maintained. The tourist industry makes up a large portion of
the nation’s GDP, generating 7.2 million dollars in 2017.21 Financially it is important for the
country to maintain this industry, but it also brings another set of problems to the island.
Climate scientists Manfred Lenzen, Ya-Yen Sun, Futu Faturay and others, states that, “between
2009 and 2013, tourism’s global carbon footprint has increased from 3.9 to 4.5 GtCO2e, four
times more than previously estimated, accounting for about 8% of global greenhouse gas
emissions.”22 These greenhouse gas emissions increase from events such as plane travel and
overflowing landfills that produce methane over time; tourist waste contributes to landfills in
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countries that are already overwhelmed by the weight of their own trash. This added stress on
the island negates some of the positive effects of the massive industry.
Capellán elaborated in his interview: “I think that [the audience] are surprised that all of
this can come from the ocean and later on, when they realize this comes from the main
beaches, the tourist beaches. Just imagine the state of the beaches no one sees. How do they
look?”23 Here, the artist is pointing out the inequalities of different regions of the Dominican
Republic; the tourist beaches get preferential treatment. Where some trash can be found on
the tourist beaches, it is quickly cleaned, while other residences are inundated with garbage
perpetually. To drive home the devastating effect tourism can wreck on the environment,
Capellán included trash found on the beaches of Miami into his artwork Mar invadido, when he
first exhibited this work at the PAMM in 2015.24
The works gathered in the exhibition Poetics of Relation in the PAMM were inspired by
the writings of Caribbean author and philosopher Édouard Glissant (1928 – 2011), who hailed
from the island of Martinique.25 Glissant’s eponymous 1990 book explores the slave
experience, personal identity (specifically Caribbean), and cultural history. According to the
PAMM’s exhibition statement:
Poetics of Relation explores shifts in the sensibilities and global outlook of artists whose
work engages the historical legacy of trauma caused by colonialism and migration. By
pursuing Glissant’s logic of displacing the singularity of nationality, language, and
ethnicity, in exchange for adopting multiple rooted identities, the works displayed in the
exhibition will engage this vision of a diverse and transient world of migrant subjects.
The artists included in this project will offer complex narratives informed by historical
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experience, illuminating the role of place and location as central to the conception of
itinerant identity.26
Glissant’s work focuses heavily on the past, and how Caribbean history has been recorded
through a colonial bias.27 Caribbean identity has been historically shrouded by European
influences, a tragic symptom of colonialism. Glissant tries to overcome this jaded history in his
writing, emphasizing instead a shared human experience. Capellán’s work echoes these ideas
through the narratives of both Mar Caribe and Mar invadido, speaking to Capellán’s specific
Caribbean experience.
In this regard, Capellán’s dialogue with the poet Pedro Mir, with whom he studied at the
Universidad Autónoma in Santo Domingo, is essential. Mir’s aesthetic fused a “postcolonial
perspective with a syncretic spirituality.”28 His poems, similar to Capellán, celebrate the
working-class of his country and reference their tumultuous history that consists of colonialism,
slavery, and dictatorships, the effects of which remain visible in Dominican society today.29 Mir
was exiled from the Dominican Republic in 1947 by dictator Rafael Trujillo, who sought to
censor his social commentary and was only allowed to return once Trujillo was assassinated.
These ideas, especially those of the working class, are present in the aesthetics of Capellán’s
work. Although not immediately obvious, colonialism and the circumstances created by the
government play a large role in the work as well, as contextualizing the works around their
geographic location and history demonstrates.
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Indeed, knowledge of the Dominican Republic’s cultural geography is vital to
understanding Capellán’s work. Cultural geography refers to the intersection of historical
elements (such as colonialism) and geographical elements that formed culture and enforced
specific power structures. The Dominican Republic is situated on the east side of the island of
Hispaniola, which it shares with Haiti, located on the west side. The island is flanked by the
Atlantic Ocean to the Northeast and the Caribbean Sea to the South. Surrounding islands
include the small islands of Turks and Caicos to the North, Puerto Rico to the East, and Jamaica
and Cuba to the West. Its position in the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 5) created easy access for Spanish
explorers to invade and colonize. Hispaniola’s original inhabitants were the Taíno people. The
island saw early contact with fifteenth-century European explorers, when Christopher
Columbus landed there on December 6, 1492. This encounter initiated a tumultuous history of
wars, revolutions, changing powers, and dictatorships that created power dynamics on the
island that remain an integral part of Capellán’s narrative.
Following Columbus’s arrival, the Spaniards founded their first colony in the Western
hemisphere in 1496 at Santo Domingo, introducing settlers, colonialism, and the Atlantic slave
trade (which began in 1526). The native Taíno people were also forced by the Spaniards to work
in inhumane conditions. Robert M. Poole provides insight into the demise of the Taíno.
According to Poole, the downfall was quick; in rapid succession, the “Spaniards removed men
from villages to work in gold mines and plantations… this kept the Taíno from planting the
crops that had fed them for centuries.”30 They began to “starve, [and] many thousands died of
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smallpox, measles, and other European diseases for which they had no immunity.” 31 In
addition, “hundreds fell in fighting with the Spaniards, while untold numbers of others fled to
remote regions beyond colonial control.”32 Taíno women bore the children of conquistadors, as
did enslaved African women, originating a racial mixing process known in the Caribbean as
“metissage.” As in other parts of the Americas, this process introduced social realities that have
informed Caribbean life since and lie at the heart of a cultural philosophy known as négritude.33
According to Beverley Ormerod, whom explores Glissant’s work her writing, the latter sees
négritude—simply described as a critical framework for countering colonialism through the
cultivation of consciousness—as,
a reaction to white cultural supremacy, as paradoxically defined and limited by
reference to, and comparison with, European culture. This simple black-white
opposition fails to take into account the undeniable fact of the extent to which the races
have mingled in the French Caribbean. Glissant proposes an undramatic acceptance of
this fact and a willingness to move forward naturally along Caribbean-that is, culturally
mixed- lines.34
Though from Martinique, the writings of Glissant can be applied to the racial mixing that
occurred in the Dominican Republic due to colonization. While Glissant tries to move past this
simple black-white narrative, the division has left an impact on the inhabitants of both
countries on the island of Hispaniola.
Although the attempt to view ethnicity and race along culturally mixed lines is valiant, it
would be ignorant to deny the racism that takes place in the Dominican Republic and other
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Caribbean islands; race here plays a part in social hierarchy and economic standing much like it
does in the United States. The history of enslavement has caused Taínos, Africans, and their
children to remain in a state poverty that is difficult over several generations. The constant
conflicts between Haiti and the Dominican Republic, also put in place by colonization, pit
people of different skin colors against each other. This tumultuous history of racism and war
has much to do with who is poor in the Dominican Republic today.
In regards to the racial mixing put in place by colonization, Ormerod says, “Pride in
metissage has always been undermined by racism, and the complex racial neuroses of the
Caribbean are perhaps colonialism's most lasting legacy.” Glissant believed that racism could
only be eradicated once the true intentions behind it— political and economic gain—were
brought to light. In his references to economic disparity, Capellán does this decolonizing work in
his own way. He focuses on the poor who have been literally pushed to the edges of civilization
and the ongoing environmental crisis, through the narratives of Mar Caribe and Mar invadido.
He puts a spotlight on the working-class poor—often of Afro-Dominican identity—in Mar
Caribe, and poignantly layers the trash that surrounds their Rio Ozama homes.
Climate scientist Laurence Cornet discuss the effects of worldwide pollution in the
region of the Rio Ozama. Although the Dominican Republic “emits only 0.06% of global
greenhouse gases,” it absorbs a disproportionate amount of the world’s actions due to the
growing effects of climate change.35 “In the past fifty years, 248 disastrous climate events such
as hurricanes, tropical storms, floods and droughts have hit the Caribbean alone.”36 One such
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incident of flooding in the region of the Rio Ozama, is seen in a photograph by Benjamin Petit
from his Climate Refugees Resettlement series (Fig. 6). These are the socioeconomic problems
that Capellán confronts; they have seen some improvement since the inception of his work.
Because of constant flooding in the area, Dominican President Danilo Medina (from August
2012 to August 2020) enacted in his first mandate a resettlement program to move more than
5,500 residents from La Barquita, an impoverished town along the riverside. The residents were
moved to a new settlement, named La Nueva Barquita, across the riverbank in 2016, away from
the reaches of the water’s surges. The housing program promises that after ten years the
residents will gain ownership over their new homes.
Although this resettlement provides some relief for the residents, it also came with new
rules and cultural changes. “While developing the project, social workers organized
consultations with women who decided to ban all activities where men were losing their money
and abusing alcohol. Activities like cockfights, betting booths, and billiard rooms that were
tolerated in La Barquita, are now banned,” photographer Petit explains.37 In an attempt to
prevent these activities from returning to everyday life, the women were named beneficiaries
of the new properties.38 Providing these women with these assets, a form of financial
independence, undermined the predominantly machista culture that surrounded the
community.39 Here, the government is using climate change as a reason to enact social
engineering programs. While the ethics of this assistance can be debated, the social
implications of the resettlement bring to light three overlapping issues: the reality that climate
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change hits the poor the hardest, that it displaces communities and trash, and that politics play
an unfortunately large role in both the formation and solution of these issues. Climate change
affects a range of life altering circumstances from where people can live to their access to
health care, which means that the poor on the island will be plunged further into poverty as
environmental conditions worsen. Capellán’s work brings the plight of one such community—
those who live on the banks of the Ozama river—to the fore.
In addition to the changing climate, the mismanaged trash collection services in the
Dominican Republic are a large factor to the accumulating garbage on the shores. The World
Bank estimates that the Dominican Republic contained the second highest concentration of
beach litter in the Caribbean, noting that twenty-five percent of households do not have waste
collection services.40 Because waste separation is not a common practice on the island much of
the trash ends up in one of the country’s 350 landfills. In poorer regions like La Barquita, the
trash rarely makes it to the landfills and instead obstructs the streets, rivers, and beaches. This
significant trash problem combined with extreme weather offered Capellán significant found
material for his sobering artworks.
Capellán’s work relies almost wholly on the collection of found objects, a process deeply
indebted to the concept of the readymade. The use of found objects in art, commonly
indentified as “readymades”, began early in the 20th century with Marcel Duchamp. Duchamp
invented the readymade and introduced the use of found objects as art, most famously with his
1917 Fountain (Fig. 7), which consists of a single urinal and an artist signature. Duchamp
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purchased the new urinal from the JL Mott Iron Works Company in New York. 41 Although the
process of item retrieval and the message is vastly different, Capellán’s work holds an obvious
debt to Duchamp in its reliance on mass-produced objects. Martha Buskirk has discussed
replicas of Duchamp's lost works, such as the Fountain (1950) and Bicycle Wheel (1951,
originally created in 1913; Fig. 8). In Bicycle Wheel, Duchamp manipulates two ready-made
objects and joins them together in one work of art. Buskirk states, “There is thus a certain
instability in the readymades. They rose to the surface out of the sea of everyday objects as a
result of Duchamp’s selection.”42 The same can be said for Capellán’s artworks. The flip-flops,
detergent bottles, baskets, tires, and more were all hand selected by him and took on new
meaning by this selection. This significance grows in the unification of these items, not in the
items as individual objects. While Duchamp’s message is about the institution of art, Capellán
confronts heavy social-political issues of racism and poverty experienced by marginalized
groups.
Buskirk continues, noting, “In addition to authorizing most of these duplications,
Duchamp gave them credibility with his 1961 statement that an important aspect of the
readymade “is its lack of uniqueness ... the replica of a 'readymade' delivering the same
message.”43 This point is made in Capellán’s artwork, and is contradicted at the same time.
While the flip-flops are numerous and non-unique in Mar Caribe, they do carry a sense of
individuality by the wearer through their dirt and use; the same can be said with the emptied
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containers in Mar invadido. Capellán’s work can be replicated with an entirely different set of
flip-flops and barbed wire; aesthetically it would look the same, but the intrinsic value would
change based on geography, where the shoes were gathered, and number of other categories.
In addition, his items are heavily used in sharp contrast with Duchamp's brand new, or
seemingly untouched, items. Here, Capellán’s manipulation of the flip-flops in a way that
Duchamp likely would not—replacing, rather than adding to, the shoe straps with barbed
wire—transforms the purpose of the readymade, adding social and ecological elements to the
message.
Another heir to Duchamp whose aesthetic vocabulary also heavily depends on the
readymade, Mexican artist Gabriel Orozco reinterprets the everyday object in his artwork
Sandstars, from 2012 (Fig. 9). His installation consists of an organized constellation of rocks,
lightbulbs, glass bottles, basketballs, buoys and more. The items are sorted by type and color,
creating a strong visual tension. Employing a similar method of accumulating and
recontextualizing the found object as Capellán, Orozco collected the bits of “flotsam and
jetsom” beaches of Isla Arena in Campeche, Mexico, over the course of a decade.44 The beach is
located on the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, in the same geographic area as the Caribbean Sea. In
commenting on pollution and ocean detritus as well, Orozco’s work points to the regional
spread of the same environmental concerns.
It is beneficial to look at Capellán’s artwork through the lens of ecocriticism. According
to the Oxford Bibliographies definition of the word, “Ecocriticism is a broad way for literary and
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cultural scholars to investigate the global ecological crisis through the intersection of literature,
culture, and the physical environment. Ecocriticism originated as an idea called “literary
ecology” and was later coined as an “-ism”.”45 Although it is a broad term, it is generally used to
describe the relationship between literature and the physical environment. When applied to
the process of artmaking, individualistic, human-centered art is deconstructed, and the focus
moves to the changing environment. Capellán expresses his concerns about the changing
environment by inserting the invading items. His approach does so by artfully emulating the sea
that it is commenting on. Because of his focus on the environment and low-income
communities, Capellán, can arguably be considered both artist and activist.
Capellán’s works hold a dynamic tension—they at once command the viewer’s attention
through their aesthetic appeal and contain urgent social meaning. The artful arrangement of
trash slowly reveals the sobering reality faced by the beaches of the Dominican Republic, a
message emphasized by their size. In Mar invadido and Mar Caribe Capellán deploys aesthetics
like a trojan horse. He draws knowledge from a complex array of writers, artists, and Caribbean
history. These factors enrich the narrative content of the mixed media artworks and highlight
Capellán’s prowess as both storyteller and environmental activist.
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Chapter Two
Radamés ‘Juni’ Figueroa
The work of Puerto Rican artist Radamés ‘Juni’ Figueroa is visually delightful and
abundant with color. Yet, his work strongly engages with socially pressing issues of ecological
landscape, detritus, and climate change. As an artist who was born and lives in Puerto Rico,
much of his artwork is inspired by the colors of tropical rainforest and is strongly influenced by
Caribbean culture. His 2013 Tree house–Casa Club and 2019 Tropical Readymade, both which
have seen several iterations, are works of art that speak to the natural beauty of Puerto Rico, as
well as address concerns about the environment and unpleasant living experiences on the
island. Bringing a closer focus on these two works reveals the intertwining nature of
environment, climate, and human interaction on the island of Puerto Rico. In his practice,
Figueroa adeptly illuminates the issues of increasing urbanization by expressing the desire to
integrate oneself within a natural living experience. This desire is evident in the tropical
placement of Tree house–Casa Club and the organic materials that the Tropical Readymade
celebrates. This ecological commentary comes at a time when the effects of climate change and
pollution take an increasingly large toll on Caribbean islands such as Puerto Rico.
Adorned with tropical plants and constructed by piecemeal architectural items, Figueroa
first created Tree house–Casa Club for an outdoor setting in Naguabo, Puerto Rico, a
municipality located on the east coast of the island (Fig. 10).46 Here, his makeshift structure is
enveloped in the natural landscape, surrounded by trees and sunlight. The architectural
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artwork, painted in fluorescent greens and yellows, mirrors the shades of the surrounding
Eucalyptus, enmeshing it with the rainforest. Made of bamboo, wood, a plastic tent (an
essential household item in tropical Puerto Rico), a glass window, and other provisional
elements, the tree house is entered through a green ladder, which reflects the color of the
foliage around it (Fig. 11). A clear, corrugated plastic roof allows light to come in and prevents
rain from completely penetrating the structure, its slanted encouraging rain to run off the
building (though the sides are completely open). These architectural elements account for the
rain-heavy climate of Puerto Rico, reinforcing the fact that this is a site-specific installation,
created for a particular landscape. By embedding the structure in the Naguabo landscape,
Figueroa draws focus to the environment and the tropical marine environment climate of
Puerto Rico. Although the artist took great care to reflect specific needs created by this
environment, this structure would not provide protection in the real and likely event of a
hurricane. Instead of constructing a livable domicile, Figueroa creates a place for that speaks to
the precarity of living in such climate uncertainty.
Figueroa has stated that, “I like creating environments in which bodies interact with the
work.”47 This artistic interest is magnified here as the open-air structure allows the people
interacting with the sustainable space to have an unobstructed view of the surrounding
rainforest.48 Figueroa even includes a window (Fig. 12) in an albeit entirely open home to
minimize any obstructions. As Rob Colvin notes, “A circular window is placed in the tree house's
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partial wall to further enhance the structure's relationship with its tropical surroundings.” 49
The “user” of the home plays an important role in Figueroa’s practice here, where art mirrors
life.
Figueroa created three versions of the Tree house–Casa Club to be viewed by the public;
the original in Naguabo, and two different, site-specific, versions in New York. Tree house–Casa
Club was exhibited at the Whitney Museum of American Art Biennial and the SculptureCenter,
both in New York in 2014. For the Whitney iteration, Figueroa changed the tree house
significantly. Still made of natural wood with four fully formed walls, the house no longer
resides in a tree (Fig. 13). This grounded, enclosed building opposes the open-air concept of the
Puerto Rican Tree House-Casa Club, despite retaining the same name. The square plan of the
building slightly echoes the type of home one would see in an urban city. This edition also
includes heaters and neon, elements that need the support of electricity (something the
original did not). Vents placed on the side serve as a multi-purpose solution; they let in cool air
and function doubly as a drying rack for wet clothing (Fig. 14). Colorful and airy clothing,
emblematic of island life, are seen hanging out of the vents.50 A saturated black and yellow
border goes across the bottom of the tree house, and a large-printed image of palm trees on
plastic covers the entryway. Potted plants are scattered around the building and sit atop it, with
a few subtle additions of his Tropical Readymades sculptures, assemblages of tropical foliage
and repurposed athletic gear, on the roof of the Tree House– Casa Club. The addition of this
foliage, brings warmth, color, and natural elements of the Caribbean to New York City.
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Transported to NYC, the Tree House–Casa Club became increasingly architecturally
developed. This interior provides a different insight to a nature-embracing Caribbean lifestyle,
in order to bring wider attention to the island’s climate circumstances. Inside, the words "break
the ice" glow in neon on the wall. A table with refreshments, surrounded by Marcel Breuer
“Cesca” chairs, welcomes guests upon entry.51 The Bauhaus inspired chairs add a contradictory
layer to the architectural piece; the streamlined furniture, created for function and style,
contrast with the DIY design aesthetic of the treehouse, perhaps to emphasize the
displacement of the house from the rainforest of Puerto Rico to the New York metropolis.
The inception of this now famous chair has a special place in design history because of
its continued popularity over the course of approximately nine decades. Artist and designer
Breuer was a former student and teacher at the Bauhaus and one of the school's most prolific
designers; the Bauhaus was a school, known for its modernist architecture, that operated from
1919 to 1933. His 1928 chair (Fig. 15), later named Cesca (after his daughter Francesca),
radically changed the realm of design and chair making. According to Barry Bergdoll and John H.
Beyer, “In his [Breuer] Preliminary Course at the Bauhaus, students were challenged to
transform a material as drastically as possible using the fewest manipulations.”52 For this
transformation, Breuer created a chair made of bent tubular steel, which he said was “inspired
by the handlebars of a bicycle.”53 This new streamlined design drastically changed the
aesthetics of the standard chair; as it stands today, many modern furniture sites include this
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chair, or appropriations of the design, and make them available online.54 The placement of a
chair of this modernist pedigree and reach, creates a certain dialogue with the provisional
manner of the Tree House–Casa Club. Perhaps Figueroa made this aesthetic design to fit within
the new context of the Whitney Museum.55 It creates an interaction between makeshift and
modern, something the original rainforest installation does not. The Cesca chairs encourage
people to gather as they enter the space. The half-consumed refreshments leave those in the
space with the feeling of just-having-missing those that came before them. This level of human
presence and interaction is consistent in Figueroa’s artworks.
Figueroa’s approach to the environment differs aesthetically and conceptually from that
of Tony Capellán. Its social commentary focuses on incorporating the built into the natural
environment to celebrate natural beauty, instead of using detritus to highlight ongoing
environmental destruction. If Capellán’s work can be seen as a final desperate call for help,
Figueroa’s treehouse suggests commentary on the environment and sustainability in another
way: it might offer a solution.
According to Layla Fassa, the artist strays away from overt political messages, making it
difficult to pin down his true intentions. “Figueroa resists political pigeonholing, having stated
that he would rather defer to the viewer than prescribe an agenda. Even so, his concern with
quotidian life cannot help but recall modes of resistance and escape from systemic control.
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Puerto Rico is currently crippled by austerity measures that will only be more devastating in
Hurricane Maria's wake.”56 This resistance comes in the form of Tree House– Casa Club, which
suggests a lifestyle outside of consumerism. Journalist Danico Coto outlined the measures that
Fassa is likely referencing, explaining the country’s budget crisis after Hurricane Maria:
The board that is overseeing the island’s finances said Friday it will eliminate a $25
million scholarship fund for Puerto Rico’s largest public university, as well as a $50
million annual fund for cities and towns struggling in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria.
The board said it also will scrap an annual Christmas bonus for all government
employees starting next fiscal year.57

This lack of financial assistance and job security came as a huge blow to inhabitants of the
commonwealth. Board members stated that the change in laws, “would attract sorely needed
investors to a U.S. territory trying to restructure a portion of its $70 billion public debt load as it
faces nearly $50 billion in pension obligations.”58 Unfortunately, board members are using the
citizens of Puerto Rico as collateral damage in order to meet their financial goals. This type of
systemic control puts a tight hold on the livelihoods of Puerto Ricans. Although Fassa makes
these remarks about politics in regard to (solo exhibition Sabroso Veneno (Sweet Poison) 2017),
another architectural work of Figueroa’s, Tree House–Casa Club, in all iterations, demands a
similar type of escape from systemic control.
This desire to escape from certain systems stems from Figueroa’s engagement with
architectural work of American designer Frank Lloyd Wright, a contemporary of Breuer. In
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Puerto Rico, Figueroa’s Tree House–Casa Club was originally created to avoid densely populated
urban areas and to create a communal space to get away, encouraging him to venture into the
tropical forest.59 Wright had made use of the same idea when he created Fallingwater in 1939
(Fig. 16). In Prairie Style architecture, Wright created the getaway home for Edgar J. Kaufmann
and his wife Liliane. Figueroa’s treehouse is tucked away within the tropics, much like Wright’s
home nestled within the forest. Fallingwater contains prototypically modernist architectural
elements such as strong geometry, large glass panels, and open floor plans. On a much smaller
scale, Figueroa does the same; the bamboo supported house, with solid geometric forms, also
possesses open floor plans and corrugated plastic, see-through panels.
Wright connected the house to nature by its direct placement atop a waterfall. The
precarious positioning creates a point of tension; to onlookers, it looks as though the rushing
water is about to take the home away with it. To achieve this seemingly impossible feat,
“Fallingwater's structure consists of cantilevered reinforced-concrete floors and cantilevered
reinforced-concrete roofs with integral parapets, supported by natural rock outcroppings,
tapered concrete piers ("bolsters"), and stone- bearing walls.”60 This style of architecture
required deep reflection about the natural environment that surrounded the building. Instead
of overcoming the landscape, the architect sought to highlight its beauty and integrate the
home into it, like a refuge. The same purposes are seen in the Tree House–Casa Club which
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does not seek to take away or hide from nature; instead become seamlessly integrated into the
rainforest.
The Prairie Style emerged in Chicago around 1900; some believe the Harlan Bradley
House in Kankakee, Illinois, constructed from 1900–1901, is Wright’s first Prairie-style house.61
Wright and other practitioners of the style created homes, schools, warehouses, and park
buildings. The style is characterized by its “horizontality and vastness, which echoes the
expansive and virginal prairies in the Midwestern United States,” as scholar Mimi Yang has
described.62 The architects of the Prairie School were inspired by a modern way of living and
sought to move away from the restraints of neo-gothic European architecture. This modern
style was perfectly suited for the Edgar J. and Liliane S Kaufmann, prominent department store
owners, who used the home as a vacation home.
Fallingwater was built with the family and the natural landscape at the forefront of
Wright’s mind. The house is uniquely centered around a stream that runs through the property.
Wright told Edgar Kaufmann that, “I want you to live with the waterfall, not just to look at it,
but for it to become an integral part of your lives.”63 The Kaufmanns' home became so
intertwined with the waterfall that problems with humidity and mold frequently plagued the
building. More beneficially, the family was able to use the house to escape from heat and
smoke of increasingly industrial Pittsburgh. Liliane Kaufmann was even known to have swum
naked within the perimeters of the home, celebrating the escape from certain societal
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structures and a retreat to nature. The architecture celebrates the interaction between art,
people, and nature. Although it purposes are different (one is a luxury getaway and the other is
a makeshift residence in the tropics), Fallingwater and Tree House–Casa Club both aesthetically
intertwine themselves with the landscape and provide the residents of these building with a
unique experience inside their respective forests; experiences such as these can be rare in the
modern era where neighborhoods are completely urbanized and forests are being torn down to
make way for more infrastructure.
Urbanization affects Puerto Rico in ways similar to many areas across the Caribbean.
According to the journal article, “Urban Streams in Puerto Rico: What Can We Learn from the
Tropics?,” jointly penned by Alonso Ramírez, Rebeca De Jesús-Crespo, and others,
“Urbanization is a major threat to stream ecosystems worldwide. Impacts to streams are
diverse (e.g., hydrological alteration, nutrient pollution, loss of biodiversity).”64 In addition,
“Rapid growth in cities has outpaced planning efforts. Management of wastewater and
adequate drinking water frequently are major issues for new city sectors and have important
consequences on human health and ecosystem integrity.”65 This increase in urbanization is
readily seen in Puerto Rico’s capital of San Juan, where Figueroa lives. The Tree House–Casa
Club represents an alternative to the urbanism movement and a solution to its problems.
Elements of Tree House–Casa Club are similar to Fallingwater and the Prairie Style more
generally in many ways. One of the focal tenets of the Prairie Style is to engage and work with,
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not against, the space the structure is in.66 This style of building, when used to create homes,
allows for connections between the residents and the earth. Although Figueroa’s work is made
as a performative space, it embodies the connection between humans and nature. This link is
seen at the inauguration of the original Tree House–Casa Club in Puerto Rico where friends
helped with its construction and celebrated its completion with an outdoor barbecue (Figs. 17
and 18). The space fosters human interaction, inviting viewers to interact with each other, the
art, and nature by providing an open-air environment to experience it all within.
It also shows that a more sustainable way of building is possible through the use of
recycled items. This method of repurposing is something that Figueroa uses time and time
again. Figueroa’s ideas, mixed with the disciplines of the Prairie style, call for deeper thought
into the way we live and engage with the natural world today.
Figueroa’s practice engages with a long history of Puerto Rican architecture, linking the
home to the environment, starting with the introduction of the Prairie Style to the island. Luis
E. Carranza and Fernando Luiz Lara credit Antonin Nechodoma with first bringing the style to
Puerto Rico in 1915.67 Born in Czechoslovakia, Nechodoma never formally trained as an
architect. When his family emigrated to Chicago in 1887, he learned about architectural design
through various personal experiences such as the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition and the
work of notables such as Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright.68 Sometime during 1904,
Nechodoma moved to Puerto Rico to practice architecture, and introduced the Prairie style to
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the island, beginning with the Luchetti House in 1915 (since demolished). Carranza and Lara
demonstrate that the Luchetti House directly refers to the design for the 1904 Ullman House, a
work published in Wright’s Wasmuth Portfolio (Figs. 19 and 20). For the Puerto Rican estate,
Nechodoma took aspects of Wright’s design elements and adapted them to the island setting.
For example, out of practicality, Nechodoma used local materials and traditions such as tiled
roofs and stucco walls. The architect also framed the home within a lush tropical landscape,
consisting of palm trees, and created a terrace that surrounds much of the building. These
stylistic elements allowed the estate to recede from the street. This design made the Luchetti
House a type of haven from the increasingly industrialized world by constructing a type of
recess in nature.
While the Prairie Style did not live on in Puerto Rico, Nechodoma set the precedent that
architectural designs should embrace nature. “Tropical architecture,” Liane Lefaivre and
Alexander Tzonis argue, developed out of this model, and increasingly adapted to the specific
climate, locale, material availability, and cultural traditions. Carranza and Lara have noted about
their ideas:
For them, modern architecture in the tropics has had to respond not only to the legacy
of colonialism but also to the effects of modernization and globalization. Using Lewis
Mumford’s ideas on regionalism, Lefaivre and Tzonis develop a more inclusive sense of
what tropical architecture might be: one that “compliments rather than contradicts
higher technology and a more global economy and culture. [It is an architecture that
demands] respect for individual contexts within a framework of . . .
interconnectedness.”69
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Knowing that Figueroa was born and raised in Puerto Rico, it is reasonable to believe that he is
aware of the Tropical architectural style and has been influenced by it. This
“interconnectedness” that Lefaivre and Tzonis speak of, is a recurring theme in the work of
Figueroa.
The environment has long been a focal point for modern architects in Puerto Rico, and it
has been addressed through the elaboration of a modern architectural language and strategy
that can adapt to the island’s climate. Both locals and outsiders have tackled the issue of
modern architecture in this locale. During the 1940s in Puerto Rico, the concept of open-air
schools, hospitals, and health centers emerged when Henry Klumb, a disciple of Wright, moved
to the island.70 Trained in Europe and also inspired by Wright’s Wasmuth Portfolio, Klumb’s
first commission in Puerto Rico was to design rural schools for the government’s initiative on
improving the living standard of the general population.71 One such building was the Río Pedras
Campus at the University of Puerto Rico (Fig. 21). Attention to the climate can be seen in the
spatial relationships found within the architectural design as well as in the placement of the
buildings and their relationship to nature. As Henry-Russell Hitchcock has noted: “[In Puerto
Rico,] where Latin America and the United States overlap, it is not inappropriate that Klumb,
the only Wright disciple in all Latin America, should be working with real success to adapt the
principles of the master of Taliesin to the natural conditions of the Caribbean.”72 As he let the
social, cultural, and climate conditions of Puerto Rico influence his design, he created buildings
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that expressed a Puerto Rican way of life. In a similar fashion to how Taliesin is expansively
integrated within the Wisconsin greenery, Klumb brought this type of integration to the Río
Pedras Campus. Echoing principles of the Prairie Style, he created a campus that worked with
nature, not against it.
Knowledge of this architectural history informed Figueroa’s development of Tree
House–Casa Club, inspiring its open-air designs and engagement with the tropics. He pushes
these elements further than the aforementioned architects by also making statements on
sustainability through his method of construction. Rather than creating an expensive retreat for
the elite, Figueroa frugally resourced equipment in order to create a space within which natural
elements and the community could interact freely. The construction materials—bamboo,
wood, glass window, plastic tent, and corrugated plastic—are mostly provisional elements that
the average person on the island can obtain relatively easily. These resources, the antithesis of
luxury, are sustainable items financially, and prove to be non-obtrusive in the landscape when
implemented with care. This work suggests that a more sustainable way of being is within reach
for many of us.
Figueroa’s early Tropical readymades provide early evidence of his engagement with
ideas of sustainability and the environment in Tree House (Fig. 22). The series began in 2006 as
he began to use materials that he had at his disposal to create art. Assembled from found
objects, these sculptures come in many forms. Soccer balls, cleats, and sneakers provide
adapted vessels for dirt and various species of living plants (Fig. 23). The pairing of various types
of shoes and balls, as a vessel for plants may seem nonsensical, but the practice is
commonplace on the island. The organic materials used, including Snake Plants, Bromeliads,
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Aloe Vera and a number of other tropical species, in Tropical readymade are representative of
Figueroa's home of Puerto Rico, where he attempts to preserve the natural landscape through
architecture and reuses materials that would otherwise be discarded. This reuse shows viewers
an alternate way of housing plants, an already sustainable endeavor. By reusing the materials,
Figueroa also puts a halt on consumer culture that requires participants to buy the newest, high
end décor item. In his practice he models financially sustainability as well as proposing that we
lessen the burden of our consumption on the planet.
The use of the word “Tropical,” in the namesake of the work is undeniably loaded; it
speaks to the mainstream exoticization of the island, as well as its history as a site for
environmental abuse. This environmental abuse has occurred by means of colonization
certainly, but most recently by pollution. During a 2008 survey in urban areas of San Juan,
Rebeca De Jesús-Crespo found that most people suggested that presence of trash was one of
the most detrimental factors to stream pollution, more than “than deforestation, alteration in
drainage patterns, and channelization.”73 The fraught system of trash disposal on the island
allows for an enormous buildup of waste. According to the “infrastructure report card” for
Puerto Rico issued in 2021 by the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), in which the island
received a D rating, Puerto Rico recycles only 9% to 14% of its trash, while at least 86% was sent
to landfills.74 The trash problem became significantly worse in the wake of Hurricane Maria.
National Public Radio reported that “Puerto Rico's Solid Waste Authority estimates that the
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powerful hurricane created 6.2 million cubic yards of waste and debris.”75 This waste has fallen
on an island that already had landfills filled to capacity, with more closing regularly. 76 The miles
of trash on the island call for a desperately needed solution to its waste disposal problem. The
act of the Tropical readymade may represent a small step in the right direction, but these works
by Figueroa provide a symbol of hope for resolving pollution on the island.
Figueroa’s displays of these objects have taken on many iterations, carefully designed
for their settings. The Tropical readymades exhibited at the University of Albany Museum in
2019, for example, were carefully designed on the floor in a grid by the entryway, like sentinels
greeting those who entered the building.77 In addition to the objects, the artist includes
“instructions on how to combine discarded, used sports equipment with plants as a way to give
objects another life and to harness ideas of aspiration and growth.”78 Here too, human
engagement played a large role in the artwork. As students and staff entered the space, they
were confronted with a new way of preserving and displaying tropical plants through a unique
way of recycling. Figueroa inspires viewers to do the same and make their own Tropical
readymades. This act of instruction shows the value Figueroa places on reusing discarded items,
and the potential they possess for change.
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Figueroa places his works in the realm of domesticity by making them areas of
gathering. This participatory component can be seen in the inviting design of the Whitney’s
Tree House–Casa Club, prepped with chairs, refreshments, and neon lights in expectation of
use. It is also seen in the gathering of students at the University of Albany, who witnessed the
readymades every day, walking through and around them upon entering the museum. It is also
seen in the inauguration of the original Tree House–Casa Club in Puerto Rico (Figs. 17 and 18).
By welcoming gatherings in these spaces, Figueroa also encourages viewers to look at a
different way of consuming and living. This new perspective inspires viewers to slow down and
truly consider the impact of humans on the planet. The readymade, as conceived by Figueroa,
gives new purpose to materials for aesthetic and practical –especially domestic—use. These
recycled shoes and balls serve as the vessels for new life that can be transported anywhere. The
simple act of domesticating plants within these found containers transports the colorful foliage
of Puerto Rico into any setting and fosters growth. In the face of world-wide climate change,
pollution and deforestation, this work of art serves as an act of preservation.
In both his tree houses and readymades, Figueroa created a brand of art that speaks
specifically to a Puerto Rican living experience, fraught with environmental issues, but also
abundant with beauty. He attempts to join groups together through means of interaction.
Instead of displaying the plight of his pollution-ridden world in his artwork, Figueroa provides a
sort of solution to it.
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Chapter Three
Alejandro Durán
Alejandro Durán’s body of work is largely dedicated to trash cleanup in Sian Ka’an,
México. His long-term project, titled Washed Up: Transforming a Trashed Landscape, spotlights
the evidence of a growing man-made trash problem on the shores of Sian Ka’an, Mexico (Fig.
24). Currently based between Brooklyn, New York, and Sian Ka’an, México, Durán continuously
works on his project which originated in 2010. Washed Up documents all the trash he collects
on the beach and arranges into poignant displays across this biosphere reserve on the east
coast of the Yucatán peninsula on the Caribbean Sea. This chapter contextualizes Washed Up
within the history of art that repurposes trash, earthworks, and site-specific sculpture to create
a meaningful genealogy for Durán’s practice. By synthesizing the causes and consequences of
the worldwide accumulation of trash, this chapter further considers Washed Up as a politicized
statement on the ever-growing burden of this issue around the world.
Durán’s ongoing project consists of over fifteen large-scale photographs that capture his
careful arrangements of trash by type, color (with blue being the most common and purple
being the rarest color), shape, and size.79 Durán stylistically arranges and photographs the
detritus on site at the location they were gathered. The site-specificity is vital to recognizing the
gravity of the pollution situation at the large intended “biosphere reserve.” Britannica defines
the term: “The biosphere is a global ecosystem composed of living organisms (biota) and the
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abiotic (nonliving) factors from which they derive energy and nutrients.”80 Although the site has
been considered a World Heritage Site by the UNESCO since 1987, the state of biodiversity
and preservation is being thwarted by the trash that regularly washes ashore; the nature
reserve is continuously inundated with trash from around the world. According to Durán’s
project statement:
Over the course of this project, [he] has identified plastic waste from fifty-eight nations
and territories on six continents that have washed ashore along the coast. … He uses
this international debris to create color-based, site-specific sculptures that conflate the
hand of man and nature. At times, he distributes objects the way the waves would;
other times, the plastic mimics algae, roots, rivers, or fruit, reflecting the infiltration of
plastics into the natural environment.
More than creating a surreal or fantastical landscape, these installations mirror the
reality of our current environmental predicament. The resulting photo series depicts a
new form of colonization by consumerism, where even undeveloped land is not safe
from the far-reaching impact of our disposable lifestyle. The alchemy of Washed Up lies
not only in transforming a trashed landscape, but in the project’s potential to raise
awareness and change our relationship to consumption and waste.81
The astonishing masses of garbage found in Sian Ka’an points to the widespread movement of
aquatic trash, as well as the mechanisms that help distribute it to and throughout the ocean.
According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency, “Trash, packaging, and waste
improperly disposed on land is washing into rivers, streams, lakes, and creeks, and from there
to the ocean. This is estimated to account for 80% of the marine debris in the oceans. The
remaining 20% is attributed to at-sea losses from ocean going vessels, from lost or abandoned
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fishing gear and from accidental or intentional dumping.”82 The plastic pollution poses great risk
to marine life and the coastal landscapes they wash up on, eventually negatively impacting the
life of organisms there as well.
Durán refers to this debris as part of the “international flotsam.”83 On the website, he
has created an inventory of the items and their countries of origin; while a majority of the items
are from neighboring Caribbean countries, such as the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico, the
trash has come from farther afield places such as Canada, England, Switzerland and more (Figs.
25-29). In the most extreme cases, the trash has traveled some 8,500 km over water to reach
Mexico’s shores.84 The artist’s photographs allow those who do not experience the devastating
effect of plastic pollution on Sian Ka’an’s beaches to comprehend the weight of the situation.
Many of Durán’s images juxtapose the living or decaying and the plastic. In his 2011
photograph, Cocos (Coconuts), a dying coconut tree and its fruit are the focal point (Fig. 30).
The tree leans over a conspicuous pile of “coconuts” of varying shapes and color. But these
objects are not all fruits from the tree; roughly half of them are basketballs, handballs, and
other rubber instruments of play. The genuine fruit items mixed in on the ground are grey and
deflated, indicating that they are likely inedible. A few green coconuts remain connected to the
tree and scattered on the sand, suggesting that the tree still has some life left. The tree is
surrounded by a large circle of barren sand, which is bordered by lush foliage. The browning
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and drooping plant life, juxtaposed with broken and deflated balls, invokes decomposition, a
despondent site at the nature reserve.
Items such as the balls at the foot of this tree can be of particular concern for marine
wildlife. In 2017, English skipper Annie Gilbert, found a floating basketball in Poole, Dorset. This
basketball became home to a thick beard of barnacles (Fig. 31).85 As fascinating as the image
may be, a basketball is not a suitable home for a cluster of barnacles. According to the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), “barnacles like places with lots of activity,
like underwater volcanoes and intertidal zones, where they reside on sturdy objects like rocks,
pilings, and buoys. Moving objects like boat and ship hulls and whales are particularly
vulnerable to the pesky critters.”86 A discarded basketball, left free to float in the ocean, puts
these barnacles in harm's way from other moving water vehicles that could collide with it. The
loss of barnacle life poses a threat to the marine environment on several levels. Barnacles are
filter-feeding crustaceans play a vital role in the filtration marine water by consuming plankton
and detritus.87 They also serve as a food source for other organisms, such as starfish and crabs.
The discarded basketball also poses a threat by decomposition; the rubber material is toxic
when it decomposes. As it breaks down, the chemicals in rubber leach into the ocean. These
chemicals, such as heavy metals and plastic polymers, are dangerous to plants, soil, and aquatic
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systems.88 Without proper waste disposal systems, scenarios such as this one unfortunately
become increasingly frequent.
In the 2014 photograph Brotes (Shoots), the artist camouflaged discarded toothbrushes
among the sprouts of upright plant stalks (Fig. 32). Embedded in the soil and dispersed
throughout the organic material, the toothbrushes mimic the plants, standing in similar height
with a comparable width. While the plant matter is a particular and consistent shade of brown,
the toothbrushes come in varying bright hues of blue, purple, yellow, red and green. The
bristles are frayed, conveying their past use as a tool for dental maintenance, much like the
effects of time on the plant forms. The discarded toothbrushes appear to be deeply integrated
with the natural environment, normalizing the presence of the detritus.
A majority of the world’s toothbrushes are cheap to make and buy. Their ubiquity as an
object of necessity and transitory cycle gives them an outsized presence in landfills and among
ocean debris. According to the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), “3.5 billion toothbrushes are sold
worldwide each year. Most get lost in the recycling process and end up in landfill or make their
way into rivers and oceans. These toothbrushes are made from polypropylene plastic and nylon
and can take up to 500 years or more to decompose.”89 The endless number of brushes in
Brotes (Shoots) speaks to the severity of the situation in Sian Ka’an. As a part of his work, Durán
cleans up the beach, saving it from further damage. Still, Brotes demonstrates that there is
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more trash than proper disposal sites in Sian Ka’an, reminding viewers of the dangers of our
rapid consumerism.
The most horrifying items Durán has found are pieces of burnt plastic (Fig. 33).90
Describe the photo, briefly. Some may burn plastic as a cheap and fast method to dispose of the
trash, but the UN Environmental program states that “The burning of plastics releases toxic
gases like dioxins, furans, mercury and polychlorinated biphenyls (better known as BCPs) into
the atmosphere, and poses a threat to vegetation, and human and animal health...Burning also
increases the risk of heart disease, aggravates respiratory ailments such as asthma and
emphysema and can cause rashes, nausea or headaches, and damages the nervous system.”91
The program also educates readers that burning plastic, “releases black carbon, more
commonly known as soot, which contributes to climate change and air pollution.”92 The
presence of burnt plastic reveals that the density of trash is so severe that some have taken
desperate measures to rid themselves of the issue.
These ecological events were first brought to light to Durán when he visited Sian Ka’an,
one of the most biodiverse regions on the planet in 2010. He was horrified and confused at the
unexpected conditions of the site. As a long-time resident of NYC, which has its own waste
disposal issues, Durán expected the thinly populated Mexican shore to be devoid of this
problem. When trying to describe his motivation for taking these photographs, Durán stated,
“some have described the Great Pacific Garbage Patch as an island twice the size of Texas, but
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I've been told that it's hard to see because it's more like a smog. So through my artwork, I
attempt to depict the reality of what's happening with our environment and to make the
invisible visible.93
To visualize this global problem, Durán aestheticizes the subject, but does not
whitewash it. When exhibiting in museums and other locations, Durán makes already visually
compelling photographs dynamic by coupling them with installations of the trash itself. This
transformation can be seen in Vena (which was originally photographed in 2011) in the group
exhibition Single-Use Planet at the Inter-American Development Bank in 2019 (Figs. 34 and 35).
When originally arranged, as shown in the photo, Vena consisted of red plastic items placed in a
winding path inching up a hill in Mexico. A worm’s eye view creates a sense of gravity as the
pile continues upward and disappears behind the brush. The title Vena (Vein) echoes the color
and motion of the human vascular system that sustains life throughout the body.
Contradictorily, this vein is suffocating the island. Although pictures like this one prove to be
eye-catching and informative. In Single-Use Planet, rather than only displaying the photos, the
artist also brought the physical trash into the viewing space. Immediately in front of the image,
bright red trash spilled onto the exhibition floor, bringing the threat of ocean pollution into the
viewer’s physical space. The detritus follows a wide, swirling path, dwindling in size until it
reaches the center. The installation forces viewers to confront the masses of garbage Durán
finds. By challenging the boundaries of photograph, sculpture, and site-specific installation this
work impacts the audience more deeply than a photograph taken in a distant place, possibly
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even instilling fear that this could happen to their own environments, not just some distant
place.
The source of influence in Vena is clear and acknowledged by the artist. Vena
purposefully emulates the spiral pattern of Robert Smithson’s 1970 earthwork, Spiral Jetty
located on the northeastern shore of the Great Salt Lake near Rozel Point in Utah (Fig. 36).
According to the Dia Art Foundation, who owns and oversees care of the installation, the exact
materials of the work contain, “over six thousand tons of black basalt rocks, [mud and salt
crystals from the area], Smithson formed a coil 1,500 feet long and 15 feet wide that winds
counterclockwise off the shore into the water.”94 Because of the nature of materials, the rock
formation is subject to erosion and human intervention. Strict rules at the site ensures that
everyone visiting and interacting with the work effectively takes a part in its conservation and
the conservation of the natural space.95
Debate surrounds the restoration of the Spiral Jetty. The Spiral Jetty resurfaced in
around 2002 after being submerged for approximately twenty years. Once emerged, the 1970
earthwork no longer had the appearance that had been preserved in photographs. In 1994
Jean-Pierre Criqui, discussed the changes: Now, “the stones are completely covered with
crystallized salt and the dirt between them has eroded so that at first glance the once solid
promontory evokes a discontinuous ribbon of frost. Now that a falling water level has exposed
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it again, the jetty’s appearance brings it closer to the fusion with [the] site that Smithson
envisioned.”96 Smithson described the importance of the site in the work’s conception:
I thought of making an island with the help of boats and barges, but in the end I would
let the site determine what I would build. . . . This site was a rotary that enclosed itself in
an immense roundness. From that gyrating space emerged the possibility of the Spiral
Jetty. No ideas, no concept, no systems, no structures, no abstractions could hold
themselves together in the actuality of that evidence.97
Criqui elaborates: “Today the jetty—its spiral form already a reminder of the way the crystals in
the lake grow—seems composed of nothing but salt and water; it does belong a little more to
its site, and in this respect, though it has changed, it is as much Smithson’s work as ever.” 98
Eventually, the work will be reconquered by the natural environment.

Instead of embracing this change, some want to reverse time on the Spiral Jetty. Robert
Louis Chianese characterizes this position: “we can't stop wanting to pause time's effects.”
Smithson support groups want to restore and maintain the jetty, rescuing it from entropy.
According to Chianese:
The impulse to rescue and preserve it defines it as fine art like nothing else. Don't be
surprised if someone wants to cover it with a plastic bubble-dome, or even redo it
indoors in an artificial pond...with plans for nearby oil-drilling upsetting artists, ecoactivists and community people, preserving the unnatural jetty form as an icon of Earth
art has become a wedge against extracting this natural earth product from the ground.
Although the artist created a work of art with the intent of leaving his mark, he had come to
terms with the eventual reality that the work of art will become one with the landscape again.
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A similar theme can be seen in Durán’s work; he creates art with the hopes there will no longer
be a need for it.
Visually and conceptually, Vena has strong parallels to Spiral Jetty. Both works relate to
the landscape and conservation but convey these themes in different ways. Spiral Jetty works
with the environment, emerging out of entirely organic elements, to express its beauty noninvasively. Vena integrates found trash with the natural environment to show how integrated
the two have become, but also to convey the damage to which the planet has been subjected.
Both artists, interested in conservation, hope the landscape will return to the state it was in
before human intervention took place.
The strongest contrasts exist in the formation of the artworks. Smithson brought upon
his own intervention to the site in Utah, leaving a semi-permanent mark on the land. Durán
wishes to do the opposite; he seeks to revert the beach in Mexico to a state before pollution, a
man-made issue in which we are all complicit.
Durán’s ultimate goal in his artistic practice is to witness a drastic change in the
landscape of Sian Ka’an. He hopes that the issue of plastic pollution will not be an issue
someday, and that he will have no materials left with which to create his art.99 Like Smithson,
he is inspired by the natural landscape and does not wish to harm it. Durán ‘s installations are
ephemeral, generated to show others what is happening in Mexico, and are followed by a
group cleanup. In a case of fascinating contradictions, the items Durán uses are found, by him,
in the natural environment but are not subject to erosion or other natural processes. These
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plastic items have the possibility to outlive any organic organism found nearby. Durán attacks
the issue of these everlasting materials by juxtaposing their color and mass with fleeting nature,
indicating that the plastics are not close to any type of decomposition.
When he began his project, Durán was confronted with the idea of disposal; what could
he do with this trash that had not been done before? The presence of these objects at Sian
Ka’an makes clear that other methods of disposal that have already taken place (if any) were
not successful. The artist and activist described his thought process:
I was told by some that [the trash] could be damaged goods after traveling across the
ocean and being exposed to the elements, that it could become degraded and
potentially ruin a batch of recycling. The landfill was not a happy resting place, either.
And then finally, it dawned on me, after all of the effort by me and all of the people who
have helped me collect and organize and clean this trash, that I should keep it. And so
that's the plan, to use it and to reuse it endlessly to make more artwork and to engage
communities in environmental art-making.100
Durán takes on the burden of this trash, alleviating some of the weight of this plastic invasion
on the shores of Sian Ka’an by carrying it with him as he travels, often storing it in his own
luggage. In doing so, he combines his art with an activist stance, putting in place ethical
measures to repair and preserve the nature reserve site, much like the Spiral Jetty is protected
as a work of art.
Durán’s work situates him among environmental groups who similarly use art as a
means of activism. One such group is known as the “The Washed Ashore: Art to Save the Sea”
developed by the Artula Institute for Arts and Environmental Education of Bandon, Oregon. The
project site states that their mission is “To build and exhibit aesthetically powerful art to
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educate a global audience about plastic pollution in the ocean and waterways and to spark
positive changes in consumer habits.”101 To facilitate this goal, Washed Ashore creates
sculptures, exhibitions and educates. The group crafts sculptures of various animals from
discarded plastic and pairs them with images of beaches prior to cleanup.102 The sculptures
mainly consist of plastic animals existing in plastic replicas of their natural environment.
Although they are not all titled, the figures are far from abstract. One such sculpture is known
as Chompers the Shark (Fig. 37). The primarily grey and white shark appears almost robotic;
hundreds of small parts create its exoskeleton. Screws tightly secure each piece to the main
body (Fig. 38), emphasizing the materiality. The mechanical shark lunges out from within a
floating body of water. Similarly, the water is made from hundreds of pieces, varying in shades
of blue. The entire structure is created from items such as rubber soles, golf balls, children’s
toys, tire fragments, a boogie board, shotgun shells, disposable lighters, bottle caps, toys, soda
bottles and more items that become unidentifiable when removed from their original context.
Although the group's sculptures are much more representational than Durán’s, they address
similar issues by using materials that represent the same global problem.
Washed Ashore also exhibits at museums and other institutions including the
Smithsonian National Museum of American History - Sant Ocean Hall, Turtle Bay Exploration
Park, and Norfolk Botanical Garden, to spread awareness. The group often creates sculptures to
fit a particular audience and space. Through sculpture and exhibition, the group puts emphasis
on the trash problem the world is facing and raises greater environmental awareness among
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students through educational programming.103 The education they provide ranges from young
children to any adult entering the exhibition space who may not be fully aware of our current
environmental situation. This type of project, similar to Durán’s, is staged as an educational
science experiment and incorporates artmaking as a tool to broadcast a message. Durán also
works with the children of Sian Ka’an to educate them on cleanup methods, and ways to get
the world involved to make a change. Art is a powerful vehicle for making an impact on people
across the world by providing them with a lasting image of the dangers of plastic waste.
Durán furthers the activism of his works by giving talks on the subject of pollution and
environmental cleanups. At the Brattleboro Museum and Art Center, “Trashed Inspiration:
Oceans, Pollution, and Art,” a virtual symposium, centered around three artists engaged with
the problem of ocean pollution -- Durán, Pam Longobardi, and Aurora Robson -- who discussed
their work in conversation with sculptor Andy Yoder in connection with the installation ANDY
YODER: OVERBOARD.104 In his talk, Durán called plastic a “symptom” of nature’s suffering and
simply concludes that, “Mother earth is sharing her knowledge with us and it's time to
listen.”105 It is no coincidence that the colorful arrangements of trash are consistently paired
with decaying organic material, revealing that the two materials cannot sustainably coexist.
“Mother earth” is telling us that these materials are killing her. Duran’s work is making a
powerful difference in the site of Sian Ka’an and the lives of those that live there.
103
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Yoder’s OVERBOARD was inspired by “The Great Shoe Spill of 1990,” an incident in
which 61,820 Nike Air Jordan 5s spilled into the Pacific Ocean. Yoder’s installation consisted of
240 Jordan 5 replicas, created from recycled packing of the original shoes (Figs. 39 and 40).
These replicas comment on consumer culture and methods of reuse. Parallels between Durán’s
work and several other artists emphasize the gravity and ubiquity of the trash problem, even if
each artist approaches it with regard to different locales or event. Artists, such as these, are
working simultaneously to jumpstart cleanups in multiple locations, and using that detritus to
create change; these measures solidify their positions as artists and activists.
In Durán’s case, the shores where he finds trash Durán are home to real people. He
works with the local community in Punta Allen, a Mayan fishing village in the Sian Ka'an
Biosphere Reserve. Although he runs an educational program for the children in the
community, the sad truth is that they clean up the world’s garbage. In response to an exercise
asking the children to write to the world about this plastic pollution, one young boy wrote “TU
BASURA MI LUGAR” (YOUR GARBAGE MY PLACE). Without resources that provide clean up, the
small communities that are subject to the world’s abuse must protect themselves and their
lands. The artist himself has dedicated the rest of his life to the project, to which he has already
committed eleven years. He has also gone into debt pushing this project, signifying his activist
dedication to the work. To make this issue of inequality clear, Durán points to people who have
the power and resources to make changes. He specifically criticized Elon Musk and his goals to
populate Mars, advising that these resources and technology can be better used to fixing the
problems here on earth.106 Durán’s long term goal is to organize the entire Yucatán coast. He
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believes it is achievable because he has noticed changes in the local communities where he
creates his works; more people are interested, aware, and involved in this issue and have a
desire to help end it.
Durán has referred to his work as an “art as alchemy.”107 This connection highlights the
possibility of art to make a physical difference in environment thought the transformation of
plastic pollution. In the case of Washed Up, this change is manifested through sculpture and
photography. When contextualized, Durán’s work brings about sorrow. Instead of a bright and
jubilant setting, often connected with the Riviera Maya of Sian Ka’an, his works show the
landscape as a wounded site, one of suffering. The creative reuse employed in his work is
necessary because recycling is not a solution here or in many other scenarios; most plastic
contains certain chemicals or is soiled and cannot be recycled. Instead, these items end up on
our streets, sit in landfills, and find their way into the ocean through a number of ecological
events. Durán’s transformation and relocation of ocean trash provide an effective, yet
temporary solution. To incite permanent transformation, changes need to be made at an
international level. He encourages this change by calling everyone to join his mission.
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Conclusion
Tony Capellán, Radamés ‘Juni’ Figueroa, and Alejandro Durán take unique approaches in
reusing detritus and discarded household items to express systemic and global issues with
pollution and consumerism in their respective countries. Their works thoughtfully manipulate
trash, creating something new by giving garbage an alternate purpose. Through doing this
work, these artists become activists that champion their improvement in the environmental
and infrastructural crises of their respective countries and repair from ecological ruin. Their
newly repurposing of detritus tells the stories of a troubled life in the Dominican Republic,
Puerto Rico, and Mexico. More than mere storytelling, these works are a form of activism,
encouraging a change in the Caribbean landscape.
Tony Capellán’s artful arrangement of flip-flops in Mar Caribe, recounts the plight of the
people who live along the polluted Rio Ozama. The residue remaining on the shoes retains the
memory of their previous wearers. Created twenty years later, Mar invadido echoes the
unchanging issues of poverty and pollution in the area. These works make powerfully vivid the
life of the poor families of Rio Ozama regions, who are consistently the victims. Capellán’s work
provides a voice to those who have none.
Radamés ‘Juni’ Figueroa’s provisional treehouse and unique tropical readymades shed
light onto life on the island. His works are colorful, embodying the tropical landscape through
elements such as local plants and bamboo, and make use of commonly discarded items such as
plastic tents and old soccer balls. Instead of discarding these items, Figueroa repurposes them
and encourages others to do the same. His creative approach to architecture proposes the
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revival of a way of living that is more considerate of nature; rather than building on top of it,
Figueroa builds within it, creating a space for people to admire the Puerto Rican rainforest. His
works inspire a new way of thinking and living that requires engagement with nature and with
each other.
Once he was confronted with the dire plastic pollution problem faced by this part of the
world, Alejandro Durán committed the rest of his career to the cleanup of beaches in Sian
Ka’an. Through creating art that integrates trash into the natural landscape, Durán makes
visible to those around the world the severity of plastic pollution. The problem has become so
commonplace that it is difficult to discern discarded toothbrushes from the shoots of plants or
broken balls from coconuts, as seen in Brotes (Shoots) and Cocos (Coconuts). His works
integrate nature and pollution, laying bare the fact that items made of plastic do not decay in
the same manner or time frame as other organic materials, causing irreparable damage. Durán
hopes that his work and activism can change what is happening here in Mexico and make life
better for the people that reside there.
A common thread that runs through the practice of all three artists are their hopes for
change. In their own way, each artists’ practice expresses frustration with the current state of
pollution in their respective locations, and the desire for a different future.
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Illustrations

Figure 1. Tony Capellán, Mar Caribe [Caribbean Sea], 1996. Found plastic flip flops and barb
wire 500 x 200 inches. Colección del Museo de Arte Moderno de la República Dominicana.
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Figure 2. Tony Capellán, Mar invadido [Invaded Sea], 2015. Found objects from the Caribbean
Sea, variable dimensions. Photo by Luis Zavala. Museum of Latin American Art (MOLAA), Long
Beach, CA.
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Figure 3. Tony Capellán, Mar Caribe [Caribbean Sea], 1996, detail. Colección del Museo de Arte
Moderno de la República Dominicana.
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Figure 4. Tony Capellán, Mar invadido [Sea invaded], 2015, detail. Found objects from the
Caribbean Sea, 360 × 228 in. Installation view at Pérez Art Museum Miami. Photo by Oriol
Tarridas.
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Figure 5. Map of Caribbean islands. Map data ©2021 INEGI, Google
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Figure 6. Benjamin Petit, from the series, Climate Refugees Resettlement. Teenagers use a
canoe to move along the Barquita on the Ozama river. Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic.
September 8, 2015.
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Figure 7. Marcel Duchamp, Fountain, 1917. Upside down urinal. Photographed by Alfred
Stieglitz.
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Figure 8. Marcel Duchamp, Bicycle Wheel, 1951 (third version, after lost original of 1913). Metal
wheel mounted on painted wood stool, 51 x 25 x 16 1/2" (129.5 x 63.5 x 41.9 cm). Photo from
MoMA’s Online Collection.
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Figure 9. Gabriel Orozco, Sandstars, 2012. Approximately 1,200 found objects including wood,
metal, glass, paper, plastic, Styrofoam, rock, rope, rubber, and other materials, and 13
photographic grids, each comprising 99 c-prints. Dimensions variable. Photo from Guggenheim
online collection, https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/30591.
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Figure 10. Radamés “Juni” Figueroa, Tree house—Casa Club, 2013. Wood, plastic tent, bamboo,
zinc iron, corrugate plastic, glass window, 299 3/16 × 192 15/16 × 192 15/16 in. (760 × 490 ×
490 cm) Collection of the artist. © Radamés “Juni” Figueroa. Photograph by Radamés “Juni”
Figueroa.
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Figure 11. Radamés “Juni” Figueroa, Tree house—Casa Club, 2013, detail. Photograph posted by
Dwell.com, Courtesy of Radamés “Juni” Figueroa. https://www.dwell.com/article/tree-houseretreat-made-of-repurposed-materials-3043bedc.

Figure 12. Radamés “Juni” Figueroa, Tree house—Casa Club, 2013, detail. Photograph posted by
Dwell.com, Courtesy of Radamés “Juni” Figueroa. https://www.dwell.com/article/tree-houseretreat-made-of-repurposed-materials-3043bedc.
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Figure 13. Radamés “Juni” Figueroa, Tree house—Casa Club, 2014, Whitney iteration.
Photograph posted by Dwell.com, Courtesy of Sheldan C. Collins/Whitney Museum of Art.
https://www.dwell.com/article/tree-house-retreat-made-of-repurposed-materials-3043bedc.
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Figure 14. Radamés “Juni” Figueroa, Tree house—Casa Club, 2014, Whitney iteration. Side view.
Photograph posted by Dwell.com. Whitney Museum of Art.
https://www.dwell.com/article/tree-house-retreat-made-of-repurposed-materials-3043bedc.
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Figure 15. Marcel Breuer, Cesca Side Chair (model B32), 1928. Chrome-plated tubular steel,
wood, and cane. 81.3 x 45.7 x 54.3 x 46 cm. Manufacturer: Gebrüder Thonet, Vienna, Austria.
Collection of the MoMA. https://www.moma.org/collection/works/4462.
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Figure 16. Frank Lloyd Wright, Fallingwater, 1935. Located on Route 381 South, Pennsylvania.
Image from Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation.
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Figure 17. Artist Radamés “Juni” Figueroa and friends gathered at the opening of Tree House–
Casa Club in 2013. Photograph by Tony Cruz y Gretchen Ruiz Ramos.

Figure 18. Barbecue and friends gathered at the opening of Tree House–Casa Club in 2013.
Photograph by Tony Cruz y Gretchen Ruiz Ramos.
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Figure 19. Antonin Nechodoma, Luchetti House, San Juan, 1915. Reproduced in Modern
Architecture in Latin America: Art, Technology, and Utopia, by Luis E. Carranza and Fernando
Luiz Lara, page 21.
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Figure 20. Frank Lloyd Wright, Plate XVI, perspective for the H.J. Ullman house residence, Oak
Park, Illinois, 1904. Wasmuth print, tissue overlay. 16 x 25 in. (40.6 x 63.5 cm.). Image from
artnet.com.
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Figure 21. Henry Klumb, University of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras Campus, 1953–1962. Reproduced
in the book Modern Architecture in Latin America: Art, Technology, and Utopia, by Luis E.
Carranza and Fernando Luiz Lara, page 124.
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Figure 22. Radamés “Juni” Figueroa, Tropical readymade landscape, 2019, sneakers,
basketballs, soccerballs, footballs, dirt, and plants. Reproduced in University at Albany, SUNY
2019 Exhibition brochure titled ACE: art on sports, promise, and selfhood.
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Figure 23. Page 2 of University at Albany, SUNY 2019 Exhibition brochure titled ACE: Art on
Sports, Promise, and Selfhood. Details of Tropical Readymade.
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Figure 24. Alejandro Durán, Mar (Sea), 2013. https://alejandroduran.com/photoseries.

Figure 25. Photograph of plastic bottled coconut water from Puerto Rico, found on the shores
of Sian Ka’an, México. Alejandro Durán. https://alejandroduran.com/photoseries
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Figure 26. Photograph of baby cologne from the Dominican Republic, found on the shores of
Sian Ka’an, México. Alejandro Durán. https://alejandroduran.com/photoseries.

Figure 27. Photograph of deodorant stick from Canada, found on the shores of Sian Ka’an,
México. Alejandro Durán. https://alejandroduran.com/photoseries.
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Figure 28. Photograph of deodorant aerosol from England, found on the shores of Sian Ka’an,
México. Alejandro Durán. https://alejandroduran.com/photoseries.

Figure 29. Photograph of a plastic painkiller bottle from Switzerland, found on the shores of
Sian Ka’an, México. Alejandro Durán. https://alejandroduran.com/photoseries.
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Figure 30. Alejandro Durán, Cocos (Coconuts), 2011. https://alejandroduran.com/photoseries.

Figure 31. Basketball found at sea. Photograph taken by Annie Gilbert.
https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/found-basketball-lost-sea-flotsam-jetsam-sailing.
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Figure 32. Alejandro Durán, Brotes (Shoots), 2014. https://alejandroduran.com/photoseries.

Figure 33. Evidence of burning plastic found in Sian Ka’an, Mexico. Photo shown at TED New
York, NY, September 2019. Alejandro Durán.
https://www.ted.com/speakers/alejandro_duran.
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Figure 34. Alejandro Durán, Vena (Vein), 2011. https://alejandroduran.com/photoseries.

Figure 35. Alejandro Durán, Vena (Vein), 2011. Version shown at the Inter-American
Development Bank, 2019. https://alejandroduran.com/photoseries.
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Figure 36. Robert Smithson, Spiral Jetty, 1970. Basalt rock, mud and salt crystals. Located in
Great Salt Lake, Utah. Dia Art Foundation.

Figure 37. Chompers the Shark. Photo © WashedAshore.org
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Figure 38. Chompers the Shark detail. Photo © WashedAshore.org

Figure 39. Andy Yoder, Overboard, 2020. Installation view at the Brattleboro Museum and Art
Center.
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Figure 40. Andy Yoder, "David Hockney Jordan 5," 2020. Bristol board, reclaimed packaging,
found object, and hot glue, 9 x 13 x 5 inches. Photo credit Greg Staley.
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